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Abstract:百leal optical mode loc陥19of Fabry-Perot 1蹴 rdiodes is b蹴 donせlemutual injection locking of two 
longitudinal modes and successive injection loc幽19of adjacent longitudinal modes. In出sp却問伽tly，a simple method to 
me訓 ethe企eespec凶 rangeof a SELFOC lens asせleextemal cavity is developed. Secondlぁ血edependence of也e
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slow fast 23.5dB 
楕円シ、ケット slow 楕円シ。ャケット slow 15.2dB 
slow fast 12.1 dB 
楕円シ。ヤケット slow PANDA slow 15.5dB 



















































































/ Att orf 
図 9 300μmAR-HRLDの発振スへ。クトル
(H: 10nm/div， V5dB/div， 
中心波長:1533.66nm(@200C)) 
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